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ABSTRACT  
Water droplets in the atmosphere typically range in size from the smallest cloud or fog droplets, with diameters of lmm, 
to the largest raindrops with diameters of about 5 mm. The fog droplets have negligible fall velocities and their 
trajectories are determined by the speed and direction of the wind. Raindrops have fall velocities (2 to 9 m/s) 
comparable to typical wind speeds and, therefore, will fall at an angle, except in unusual circumstances where the 
wind speed is zero. An understanding of the fall angle of rain and drizzle drops can lead to a better orientation and 
design of rooftop rainwater catchment systems and, in certain environments, to the collection of substantially more 
water. 
This leads to five recommendations: first, that as the wind speed increases or the drop sizes decrease, the vertical 
component of rainwater catchment systems should be enhanced; second, wind direction, wind speed, and rainfall rate 
information should be used to optimize the orientation of the house and the shape and slope of the root third, that use 
should be made of upwind walls of houses as rain collectors,' fourth, that in foggy environments rainwater catchment 
systems be modified to collect fog water as well,' and fifth, that tree plantations in arid regions should be designed in a 
manner that optimizes their role as fog collectors.  
 
INTRODUCTION  
Wind and rain are associated with storms and the worst of weather but together they also offer the opportunity for the 
collection of large amounts of water. In many regions, the collection of rain from rock pools would have been an early 
source of water for the inhabitants. Just as likely is the fact that people in coastal or mountain:' environments would 
have observed fog dripping from trees and attempted to catch it. Glas [I] describes just this in the Canary Islands, in a 
location where the history of such collection goes back 2000 years. Both of these processes would be enhanced if 
there is wind. Similarly, modern rainwater catchment systems can be modified to improve their efficiency in windy 
conditions.  
In regions of the world where the precipitation (drizzle and rain) is made up of events with amounts of perhaps I mm a 
day, the collection and storage of the precipitation is impractical. Even if there are rare events with higher  
precipitation rates, it may not be possible to maintain a rainfall catchment system just for these sporadic events. 
However, in some of these arid regions it may be possible to collect fog instead. Locations have been described [2], in 
the arid regions of 22 countries on six continents, where one might collect high elevation fog and use it for agriculture, 
tree plantations, or domestic purposes. The inclusion of seasonally arid regions would lead to possibilities in many 
more countries in Southeast Asia, the Middle East, Africa, South America, Central America, and numerous island 
groups.  
Operational rainwater catchment systems exist worldwide and the results of experimental and applied programs have 
been widely discussed, e.g., [3]. Applications are limited to areas with substantial annual or seasonal rainfall; however, 
this encompasses large parts of the developing world. In areas with low annual precipitation rates, I to 500 mm/y, 
precipitation can only be collected if it falls intensely for short periods of time, in which case the  
 
 



storage and use periods are often a small fraction of the attached, is necessarily due to fog collection. It may well
year. Improvements in rain collection systems can sub- be simply due to the additional input of the rain from
stantially increase the amount of water collected in these the rain shadow created by the tree or vertical structure.
cases. In particular, it is important to understand the role Others, e.g., [12-15] have come to the same conclusion,
wind plays in the interaction of falling precipitation with i.e., that the collection of rain moving at an angle to the
structures such as rooftops. This is not explicitly men- ground is an important factor in understanding throughfall
tioned in recent reviews [3,4] as a factor to be considered in mountain ecosystems.
in the use of rainwater collection systems. The importance If one assumes a rainfall drop size distribution [16]
of wind in designing rooftop rainwater collection systems then for each rainfall rate a median drop size can be
has been noted previously [5] but it does not appear to calculated [17]. Each drop size will have a specific vertical
have resulted in significant implementation in field proj- fall velocity, Table 1 [10]. The interrelationships between
ects. Recent design protocols for rainwater catchment rainfall rates, drop sizes and drop velocities are shown in
systems [3,6] also do not consider the role of wind in the Fig. 1. If desired, other drop size distributions can be
collection process. chosen, e.g., for tropical rain [18], and other parameters

of the size distribution chosen, e.g., the mode or the mean
volume diameter; however, the principles remain the

COLLECfING PRECIPITATION same. Higher rainfall rates are characterized by larger
median droplet sizes and higher fall velocities. In principle,

Rain and drizzle are normally collected by using a these large drops should be less affected by wind; however,
catchment area such as a rooftop, e.g., [7], by using high rainfall rates are produced by deep convection such
natural terrain gradients, or by resurfacing or resloping as thunderstorms, monsoons, and typhoons, which in
the terrain to increase and store the runoff, e.g., [8]. In turn are associated with strong winds. Therefore, even
all cases the expected water collection is usually assumed large raindrops can often be expected to fall at significant
to be the product of the annual rainfall amount and the angles. For example, in a 10 mls wind, 5 mm diameter
plan area (horizontal projection) of the roof or terrain. raindrops (Table 1) should fall at an angle of about 45.
This is the normal approach in the literature. It has long to the vertical. This point has practical significance and
been recognized that this calculation will be incorrect in should be reflected in the design of rainwater catchment
the presence of wind [9]. In addition, the interaction of systems.
precipitation with large-scale terrain features can be dif-
ferent from that with rooftops or small collectors. It will 100 000

depend on such factors as wind speed, surface roughness,
the scale of turbulence, and the size of the obstacle.

The water drops that make up rain or drizzle will fall -- -"'

at an angle determined by the drop fall velocity and the """

wind speed. In areas with changing wind conditions this //
can be a complicated path, but in basic terms it means //
that there will be a rain shadow behind a vertical obstacle //
and, equally as important, the vertical or sloping collecting ;:;-' 10 / 00 ~

>- / ~surface will receive not the rain that would have fallen.{g / ~
on its horizontal projection but rather all of the rain that ~ I .2.-

would have fallen in the rain shadow. This has implications w / ~
for the design of rainwater collectors. It means that the ~ I g
stronger the winds, and the smaller the drops, the more :::I , ~
vertical the collector should be. ~ / :::I

The terminal fall velocities of raindrops in still air can ~ , ~
be found in standard cloud physics texts, e.g., [10]. A 0.5 a: 1 , 10

mm diameter drop, which is at the boundary between I

drizzle and rain, falls at 2 mis, while the largest raindrops
with diameters about 5 mm fall at 9 m/s. Therefore, even --

wind speeds of a few meters per second will impart a -RAINFALL RATE
significant angle to the fall of the drops. A calculation - - DROPLET FALL VELOCITY
[11] of the vertical (top) and horizontal (side) collection
of rain by an isolated tree under typical mountain con-
ditions found that the horizontal collection can be nine 0.10 . . . . . . 1.J
times higher than the conventionally assumed vertical MEDIAN DROPLET DIAMETER (mm)
input of rain. It is because of this effect that criticism was F. 1 Th I . h. betw '-" II t th d I t " II I .ty. . Igure. e re ations IP een ralJua ra e, e rop e .a 'fe OCI ,
levelled [9] at those who assume that the mcreased dnp and the median droplet diameter for drizzle and light rain. Data sources

rate under a tree, or in a raingauge with a vertical structure are gi'fen in the text.
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